Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) cryogenic experiments on the 60-beam OMEGA laser have strict requirements for the laser energy delivered on target to be power balanced in order to maximize target-irradiation uniformity. For OMEGA, this quantity (power balance) is inferred from measurements of the time-integrated energy and time-resolved, spatially integrated temporal profile of each of the 60 beams at the output of the laser. The work presented here proposes a general definition of power balance as measured at the laser output and discusses the conditions that are fundamental to achieving laser power balance. Power balance necessitates equal gain across all stages of amplification, equal net losses across each amplifier stage, equal frequency conversion (from 1053 nm to 351 nm) of all 60 beams, and equal beam path lengths (beam timing). Typical OMEGA ICF laser pulse shapes consist of one or more short (100-ps) "pickets" followed by a shaped "drive" pulse of 1 to 2 ns. For these experiments, power balance is assessed for the pickets and the drive independently, with the ultimate goal of achieving root-mean-square (rms) imbalance across all 60 beams of less than 2% rms on both. This work presents a comprehensive summary of laser shot campaigns conducted to significantly improve laser power balance from typical rms values of 4.7% and 5.2%, respectively, to the 3% level for both features along with a discussion of future work required to further reduce the rms power imbalance of the laser system.
INTRODUCTION
Lasers that have multiple output beams can generate those beams by one of several methods such as aperture division, amplitude division, and temporal division (multiplexing). The generated beams are often further amplified, frequency converted, and/or conditioned depending on the ultimate application. Inequalities in amplification, frequency conversion, or conditioning can lead to differences in the outputs of each of the beams, which, if not linearly generated, can be difficult to compensate.
A typical architecture is a master oscillator followed by one or more power amplifiers (MOPA's). The power amplifiers may be multipassed (regenerative) for extraction efficiency. For pulsed lasers, the power amplifiers are typically storage amplifiers, 1 which experience gain saturation during the laser pulse; consequently, the temporal shape of the output is not a linear reproduction of the input.
Frequency conversion is accomplished through frequency mixing in nonlinear crystals. Frequency doubling or tripling proceeds in the small-signal regimes according to the square or cube of the input intensity (power/unit area), slowly changing with increasing input intensity to a more-linear dependence and similarly does not linearly reproduce the input temporal pulse shape. The required output temporal pulse shape can be complex, spanning one or more decades in power, and include multiple prepulses (pickets). For a multibeam laser, the quantification of the simultaneity of output beams is often performed by measuring system properties such as energy, power, and intensity balance:
• Energy balance simply requires that each beam's output have the same total energy without regard to the spatially integrated temporal shape.
• Power balance requires that in addition to energy balance the instantaneous spatially integrated temporal shapes of the output beams match over some averaging time. Previous work on power balancing has been performed on a ten-beam laser.
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• Intensity balance requires that in addition to power balance, the instantaneous intensity (power/unit area) applied to the target be uniform over some averaging time. This may involve the spatial summing of overlapped beams. 
OMEGA
The primary mission of the 60-beam OMEGA Laser System is the spherically symmetric illumination of ~850-µm-diam fusion targets. Each of the 351-nm beams is focused onto the target with an f/6 lens located on the surface of the 1.8-m-diam vacuum target chamber. The beams are arranged on the target chamber surface in a stretched-soccer-ball configuration with a beam located at each of the vertices. To make each beam illuminate the entire target, beam conditioning in the form of distributed phase plates (DPP's) 3 and distributed polarization rotators (DPR's) 4 are utilized to shape the individual beams' spot on-target. At any point, on-target multiple beams overlap to improve illumination uniformity. OMEGA's 60 1053-nm beams are generated in a master oscillator power amplifier configuration. A series of three power amplifiers of increasing aperture constitute each of the 60 beamlines. Four of these beamlines are driven by a single "leg," which is wavefront-divided (split). Each of these 15 legs consists of two stages of amplification, again with increasing aperture. Five of the legs are driven by a single "stage-A" amplifier, which is then wavefront-divided (split) five ways. Each of the three stage-A amplifiers is driven by a single beam from a "driver line" that is wavefront-divided (split) three ways (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 1 . Schematic of a full-beam-in-tank (FBIT) diagnostic. This diagnostic is designed to capture an image of the focused beam on the target surface. A pair of compensating wedges, one of which is uncoated, produce a fourth-order reflection of the high-power beam, which is then picked off near focus and relayed to the diagnostics.
Each of the 60 beams is therefore created by first splitting the driver line three ways, then amplified followed by splitting five ways, followed by two stages of amplification, and a final four-way split. Three stages of power amplification produce the required 830 J (IR) at the input to the frequency-conversion stage. Each stage split ratio is adjustable about its nominal value.
These Nd
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:glass amplifiers are energy-storage amplifiers, not power amplifiers. That is, only under small-signal (low-extraction) conditions do they linearly amplify the input temporal pulse shape. Under saturated gain (highextraction) conditions (typical for most of the amplifiers in OMEGA), the gain of the amplifiers decreases through the temporal pulse, resulting in a further temporal distortion of the input pulse shape. This is a result of energy being unable to be delivered to the upper lasing level as fast as the laser pulse extracts it. 5 Unequal gain saturation across a stage is a major contributor to imbalance in output power.
Intensity balance on OMEGA
Target-physics simulations indicate that better than 1% rms intensity balance over any 100-ps interval is required for successful cryogenic implosions on OMEGA. 6 Its measurement in turn requires a direct measurement of each focal spot at the target plane that is temporally and spatially resolved. There is currently no direct diagnostic of on-target intensity, although one that is under development is briefly described below. Using the afore-described metric, however, and assuming identically manufactured super-Gaussian fifth-order DPP's, the beam power-balance requirement may be estimated to be <3% rms. Beam power balance may be measured with diagnostics located within the stage-F alignment sensor package (F-ASP), located at the output of each beam, which is several optics removed from the target surface. The F-ASP structure contains a beam pickoff optic that samples an OMEGA pulse at full aperture and directs it to various diagnostic instruments. It is important to note that the on-target UV energy and power balance values are therefore inferred quantities based on measurements made at the near field of each beamline at the F-ASP and then corrected for the transmissions of the intervening optics between the F-ASP pickoff and the target.
The full-beam-in-tank (FBIT) diagnostic will facilitate a direct focal-spot measurement at target chamber center (TCC). The short-terms goals of this diagnostic under development are to quantify the following properties for a chosen beam:
1. temporally integrated on-target spot profile and 2. temporally and spatially integrated energy inside the target diameter to assess actual on-target energy.
The initial deployment of the diagnostic will measure up to six beamlines per campaign. When coupled with existing time-resolved streak-camera data, FBIT will enable one to assess on-target intensity balance on OMEGA. A temporally resolved on-target measurement capability has been planned for future upgrades. The implementation of the FBIT diagnostic is summarized below. A schematic of the FBIT diagnostic is presented in Fig. 1.
An uncoated wedged vacuum window (or rattle plate) replaces a standard OMEGA vacuum window, and multiple internal Fresnel reflections reduce the beam intensity. This results in a low-fluence, fourth-order reflection that is intercepted using passive optics, appropriately placed near TCC, and guided to a charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector.
The DPP specific design controls the size and shape of the laser focal spot on the target surface. The on-target intensity nonuniformity resulting from beam power imbalance is therefore dependent on the DPP selection. To specify an ontarget intensity balance requirement, a standard DPP that is routinely used for cryogenic implosion experiments has been assumed. A metric was developed by A. Shvydky 7 to quantify the effect of the on-target beamline overlap and translate it to a corresponding beam power-balance requirement. This metric was developed assuming a normally distributed power imbalance across 60 beams and a 2σ probability of occurrence.
For any given DPP, target near field DPP rms rms , F ≅ where rms target is the calculated intensity imbalance on a hard-sphere target surface, rms near field is the power imbalance as measured using near-field diagnostics at the F-ASP, and F DPP is a factor that encompasses the aforementioned averaging effect [e.g., for a super-Gaussian fifth-order DPP, F DPP is ~3; i.e., a near-field power imbalance of ~3% (rms) results in an on-target intensity imbalance of 1% (rms)].
Power balance on OMEGA
Power balance is inherently highly sensitive to several factors that are of less significance when assessing system energy balance. Factors such as identical pulse shape at each amplification stage across beamlines, beam timing at TCC, and accurate beam far-field sampling for temporal measurements are vital for assessing power balance. To measure power balance on OMEGA, part of the beam picked off at the F-ASP is downsized to ~12 mm using an f/12 system before being fiber coupled to six multichannel streak cameras, each capable of measuring ten beamlines. The traces obtained on the streak camera are corrected for photometric balance, geometric distortion, and other effects before each trace is normalized to the energy from the corresponding harmonic energy diagnostic (HED) measurement. This enables one to measure 60-beam power with <1% accuracy at peak power. The combination of the two diagnostics provides instantaneous power information for each temporal feature on the pulse for each beamline and therefore allows one to calculate power balance for the system.
Currently, the primary energy measurement on OMEGA is made using 60 full-aperture calorimeters located at the output of each beamline of the laser. Since calorimeters are panchromatic, a wavelength-dependent energy measurement is made for each beamline (post-frequency conversion) by directing a portion of the beam to a fiber-coupled, cooled scientific camera equipped with a low-dispersion prism spectrometer (HED). The HED is calibrated to the calorimeters and serves as the primary on-shot energy diagnostic. The UV on-target energy is inferred by compensating the HED measurement for known reflection and transmission losses of elements downstream of the HED's and calorimeters. The on-target energy balance on OMEGA is currently <0.8%/1.5% in the IR/UV, respectively, as measured using HED's.
Cryogenic target pulse shapes typically contain two dominant features: one or more 100-ps (at full width 1%), lowenergy pickets and a high-energy feature; the drive that may contain rise times as fast as ~100 ps. This permits one to take an intermediate power-balance measurement by integrating the energy in each of the temporal "features" (e.g., pickets 1 through 3 and the drive part of the pulse) and then computing the rms energy percentage in each feature. This intermediate power-balance number ignores beam-timing contributions but is used to rapidly assess power balance.
Energy balance on OMEGA
OMEGA's full-aperture calorimeters are located at the output of the laser and serve as the primary and absolute beamline energy diagnostic on the system. To make highly accurate and precise measurements, each calorimeter on the system is calibrated using electrical heaters at the rear of the absorbing glass. The electrical calibration is performed offline by simulating an incident laser pulse by delivering a known amount of energy into the heaters. The resulting temperature rise is measured using a set of Pelletier devices. All on-shot energy diagnostics are ultimately calibrated to the system calorimeters.
System energy can be also measured at the C-split as a mid-chain energy measurement check. Recently, the advent of "roving" calorimeters that can be mounted at the output of each amplification stage has enabled us to take a full-system, stage-by-stage transmission measurement in order to isolate the location of accidental losses in each beamline.
The repeatability of the calorimeters used on OMEGA has been measured to be better than 0.2%. The accuracy is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the calibration system, which results in an overall uncertainty of 2%.
Instrumentation on OMEGA
Calorimeters and HED's
Calorimeters serve as the fundamental energy measurement on OMEGA. However, since the calorimeters make a fullaperture direct beam measurement, they cannot be used as an on-shot diagnostic. Therefore, a surrogate energy measurement diagnostic is used to measure on-shot energies. At the F-ASP, each beamline is sampled with a wedged pickoff. After down-collimation, two Fresnel reflections, and a vacuum relay, the picked-off beam is coupled to an integrating sphere. The energy in the integrating sphere is sampled using a d = 300-µm fiber guided to a scientific CCD detector. A pair of such scientific cameras is used to measure all 60 beams with each camera receiving 30 beamlines at the input. Since the F-ASP is located after the frequency-conversion crystals (FCC's), the energy delivered to the CCD contains three wavelengths on OMEGA: 1035 nm, 526 nm, and 351 nm. To measure the energy at each of the three wavelengths, a low-dispersion prism system is installed at the camera. The dispersion of the spectrometer system results in three discrete images of the beamline fiber, one for each wavelength, on the CCD. The intensity represented in integrated counts is proportional to the energy in the respective beamline through a wavelength specific calibration constant obtained from calorimetric calibration.
In the HED, the choice of a cooled scientific camera was critical for this energy measurement. Because of the camera's 100,000-electron full-well depth and near-linear operation over four orders of magnitude, reliable measurements are possible at all three wavelengths on OMEGA with a measurement accuracy of <0.8% (Ref. 8).
Streak cameras
An accurate assessment of the system power balance requires a reliable temporal pulse shape measurement at each beamline. The temporal diagnostic on OMEGA has been designed to serve three primary objectives: (1) an accurate measurement of individual beam instantaneous power; (2) high-resolution measurement of 60-beam timing; and (3) the ability to resolve high-frequency temporal features on an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) pulse up to 10 GHz.
The streak cameras used on the system are part of an extensive instrument cluster comprised of a dual-diffuser fiber launcher assembly, a high-bandwidth graded-index UV fiber bundle for energy delivery, fiber imaging optics, and a P510 streak tube coupled to a CCD camera. 9 The streak camera has been characterized thoroughly to ensure that it meets specifications that are compatible with OMEGA's power-balance goals. For instance, properties such as dynamic range of the diagnostic must be viewed in context of the dynamic range of the features shot on an ICF pulse shape. On this diagnostic, it was vital to define dynamic range in conjunction with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) since the latter is not a constant quantity and directly influences the assessment of system's power balance. A useful operation range for the streak camera was defined considering typical energies that are shot on OMEGA. Variable filtration was installed at the fiber launcher, which is varied to optimize incident intensity on the photocathode. Since pulse shapes can range from 40 J to 500 J, variable filtration is critical in order to operate at signal levels within the streak tube's linear regime (dominated by Poisson statistics where the noise equals the square root of the signal). In addition, a sweep speed for the streak tube was selected to offer the highest temporal resolution for a typical ICF pulse with minimum deterioration in dynamic range.
The frequency response of the streak tube must be characterized as well. The pulse shapes shot on OMEGA can feature rise times faster than 100 ps. The ability to accurately assess power balance at this time interval is a direct function of the ability to make a corresponding measurement.
As a result of thorough calibration, the P510 stream cameras are the primary diagnostic that are used to assess power balance on OMEGA. For each 20-ps interval, the low end of the dynamic range is defined where the SNR = 1. The high end is defined by distortion caused by a high tube current, where the SNR is ~100. To assess power balance, regions of temporal uniformity on the pulse shape are averaged to improve measurement accuracy. At the peak of the optical pulse, measurements can be made with 1% accuracy. At a power equal to ~15% of peak power, the accuracy can drop to 2%. An example of a streak-camera power-balance measurement is shown in Fig. 2 . The plot shows a point-by-point power balance plotted against time. The assessment is only made for points that lie >5% of peak power in order to eliminate low SNR points. Figure 2 . An example of a streak-camera power-balance measurement. The plot shows a point-by-point power balance plotted against time. The assessment is made only for points that lie >5% of peak power in order to eliminate low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) points.
Frequency conversion
The 351-nm beams are generated by "frequency tripling" 10 the 1053-nm fundamental of Nd +3 :phosphate glass.
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Frequency tripling proceeds in two steps: First, part of the fundamental is mixed with itself in a "doubler" crystal to produce the second harmonic; second, that second harmonic is mixed with the remaining fundamental in a "tripler" crystal. The efficiency of either step depends on the local instantaneous intensity of the beam. This is an inherently nonlinear process and results in significant temporal pulse-shape distortion that must be accurately precompensated. Furthermore, unequal frequency conversion among the beams is a major contributor to power imbalance. OMEGA utilizes Type-II/Type-II phase-matching, polarization-mismatch frequency conversion 9 in large-aperture KDP crystals. Frequency-conversion performance is sensitive to the phase matching (crystal angular tuning and temperature). The phase matching of the tripler is the more sensitive of the two crystals.
Tripler (and doubler) tuning is maintained by a temperature-compensation algorithm that adjusts the phase-matching angle based on a local temperature measurement. The location of the optimum phase-matching angle is determined by a sequence of shots where the phase-matching angle is rocked about the optimum, a quadratic fit to the tripling efficiency and the quadratic fit used to predict the optimum tuning position. Typical results achieved with this technique are 22-µrad rms. Simulations show that for the case without a smoothing bandwidth applied to the pulse (a more-stringent case), tripler tuning must be maintained to within ±40 µrad to ensure a less-than-1% reduction in conversion efficiency in any part of the pulse.
In addition to tuning, because of finishing limitations, the thickness of both the doublers and the triplers is not constant across all 60 beams. Since both the small-signal doubling efficiency 
(perfect phase matching).
The peak-to-valley thickness variation of the 12.11-mm-average-thickness doublers is 0.68 mm or 1.2% rms. The peakto-valley thickness variation of the 12.32-mm-average-thickness doublers is 0.67 mm or 1.1% rms. By careful selection of thin doublers to be mounted with thick triplers (and vice versa), the peak-to-valley of the sum of the thicknesses in the system is 0.18 mm or 0.2% rms (Refs. 12 and 13). The rms variation of the square of the product of the conversioncrystal thicknesses is 0.9%. For identical input intensities to the conversion crystals, a 0.9% rms variation in output power balance can be expected because of crystal-thickness variations in the small-signal conversion regime.
POWER BALANCING ANY MULTIBEAM LASER
It is tempting to propose simply reducing the output of each beam until it matches that of the lowest beam to achieve balance. Such a strategy has the two disadvantages: first, reducing the total system output energy and power; second, because the system is nonlinear, the power imbalance may actually be increased.
The requirements for ideal power balance are (1) equal gains across each stage of amplification; (2) equal losses across any stage; (3) identical beam profiles (particularly beam size) across any amplification or frequency-conversion stage; (4) equal frequency conversion across all beams; and (5) equal beam timing. The error associated with each of these effects can, in some sense, be rms added to estimate the severity of power imbalance.
It has been previously pointed out that significant system nonlinearity is the gain saturation of the power amplifiers. The fundamental requirement for power balance is that each of the power amplifiers in a stage gain saturate in precisely the same manner for identical input pulses. This fundamental requirement is met on OMEGA by ensuring that the smallsignal gains of each of the amplifiers in a stage are equal and then requiring equal beam profiles across the stage.
Small-signal gain balance
The small-signal gains of all of the amplifiers in a given stage are simultaneously measured by first measuring the transmissions through that stage without the respective amplifiers fired (passive) and then with the stage amplifiers fired (active). The ratio of the active to the passive transmissions is the gain of the amplifier. A low-fluence, low-intensity, sub-aperture probe pulse injected at the front end of the system ensures the measurement is small signal. Since frequency conversion would complicate determination of the gains, the amplifier output beams are picked off by a prism inserted just before the focal plane of the final spatial filter in the system. This infrared light is diverted to an integrating sphere, which then couples a sample of the light into an optical fiber whose remote end is imaged onto a CCD camera.
Integrating the counts in the image of the remote fiber end yields a number, the signal that, within a multiplicative (calibration) constant, is equal to the transmission. A schematic of the small-signal gain measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 . Schematic of the OMEGA Laser System including the splitting used to produce 60 beams from a single source. FCC: frequency-conversion crystal; TC: target chamber.
To eliminate sensitivity of the measurement to variations in the energy of the probe pulse, a single (reference) sample of the probe pulse is taken through a leaky mirror early in the system prior to any beam splits, sent to an integrating sphere, and then delivered by fiber to a different physical region of the CCD camera. Integrating the counts in the image of the reference fiber and using that to normalize the counts in the signal image prior to forming the ratio yields a gain measurement that in principle is insensitive to variations in the probe energy and requires no determination of calibration coefficients. Note that this is a measurement of the gross gain of the amplifier, not the net gain that would include losses.
Once a reliable measurement of small signal is available, the individual amplifier gains can be adjusted via the voltage stored in their flash lamps' capacitors. Although the transfer function between capacitor voltage and gain is reasonably well known per stage, an iterative adjustment approach is taken with a maximum of three iterations. Typical results achieved with this system are shown in the Table 1 . Occasionally, "pathological" amplifiers are identified; they are defined as amplifiers whose small-signal gain is more than 4% below their expected value. These amplifiers are flagged for inspection and repair. Typical defects causing amplifiers to be pathological include, for example, eroded electrical connectors, degraded flash-lamp reflectors, and damaged blast windows and/or rod coolant jackets. Examples of types of defects uncovered during a small-signal gain run are shown in Fig. 4 . Although all of these defects are difficult to spot in the absence of a direct gain measurement, they are readily repaired within an OMEGA shot cycle.
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Scientific camera Fibers Figure 4 . Three examples of the types of defects uncovered with the small-signal-gain measurement apparatus: (a) a damaged cooling jacket from a rod amplifier; (b) a damaged reflector from a disk amplifier; and (c) a worn lamp electrical connector.
Auto-balancing OMEGA
The six stages of amplification that constitute a single OMEGA beamline experience two kinds of passive losses: engineered and incidental. The engineered losses are typified by the beam splits and diagnostic pickoffs. Incidental losses are undesirable losses such as substrate absorption, imperfect dielectric coating performance, depolarization losses, and losses caused by damage-spot obscurations.
The three stages of beam splitting are the largest engineered losses in the OMEGA Laser System. The 3:5:4 splitting represent losses of 67%, 80%, and 75%, respectively (Fig. 5) . These split ratios are accomplished using polarizing beam splitters preceded by rotatable wave plates that adjust the polarization incident onto each beam splitter. There are 59 wave plates that directly control split ratios. In addition there are 78 rotatable "recircularization" wave plates that do not directly affect beam splitting but that do affect the integrated transmission of a beamline. The adjustment of this large number of wave plates is automated using the automatic balancing (ABAL) system. The ABAL system uses a low-power continuous-wave (cw) laser source to measure the transmission of each of the 60 beamlines. This cw source is injected upstream of all beam splits, and the output of each beamline is again picked off by a prism inserted just before the focal plane of the final spatial filter and routed to a CCD camera. The ABAL system then adjusts the split-controlling wave plates to equalize beamline transmission. It starts at the output of the system and sequentially proceeds to the input three-way split. An individual split-controlling wave plate is "rocked" about its current position, and a linear fit to its transmission versus angle is determined by measuring the appropriate output beam(s). The fit is then used to select the optimum wave-plate position. Similarly, for the rotatable recircularization wave plates, ABAL rocks these wave plates about their current positions and develops a quadratic fit to their transmissions.
The signal acquired by the ABAL system is in units of integrated counts. The integrated counts are determined by the light incident on the prism inserted into the focal plane of the last spatial filter; the efficiency of the integrating sphere used to couple the light into a fiber; the transmission of the fiber; and the efficiency of the CCD camera used to detect the output of the fiber. The frequency-conversion stages followed by the beamline output diagnostics are immediately after the last spatial filter, where the ABAL pickoff is located. If the transmission of the components between the ABAL pickoff and the beamline output diagnostics is known, the ABAL may be calibrated using the output diagnostics. Ideally, a pulse is injected into the system prior to any split and the output of each of the 60 beams is measured. Because of the system losses and the limited dynamic range of the output diagnostics, it is necessary to fire the amplifiers in the first three stages of the system. Since any inequality of gain in the active amplifiers would be interpreted as a transmission variation, the ABAL calibration (leg) shot is always performed immediately after an amplifier gain-equalization adjustment.
As described above, ABAL measures the integrated transmission of a beamline. No information about where along the beam path a transmission loss exists is obtained from ABAL, nor does it determine whether a transmission loss is engineered or incidental. This situation was adequate for balancing the energy of the system. With the increased emphasis on power balancing of the system, it became necessary to understand whether a loss was incidental or engineered, and if incidental and large, where along a beamline it occurred so that it could possibly be remedied.
Roving calorimetry
A calorimetric technique was used to measure passive (stage amplifier not fired) stage transmission in each beamline. This permitted use of the pulsed beam, thereby ensuring that the transmission measurement was taken with the same wavelength and same polarization as on-shot. Absorbing-glass calorimeters have excellent repeatability although their accuracy depends highly upon the calibration. Routine electrical tests of the calorimeters used in these measurements indicate a repeatability of better than 1% rms. Reliance on the calorimeter calibration to obtain stage transmission can be eliminated by using a ratio-of-ratios technique. A single calorimeter with dedicated electronics measures reference energy E ref from a beam splitter upstream of the stage under investigation on both stage-input and stage-output measurements. A second single calorimeter with dedicated electronics is used to first measure the input E in to the stage and subsequently moved to measure the output E out from the beamline stage. Forming the ratio-of-ratios
yields the transmission T, where the calorimeter calibrations cancel out. Ten calorimeters could be fielded simultaneously, and a complete survey of the passive transmission in six stages of the system was carried out. If the intensity of the pulsed beam is kept low enough, this technique can also measure the IR transmission of the frequencyconversion stage. An image of 8-in. roving calorimeters installed in the OMEGA shield wall is shown in Fig. 6 . 
Other incidental loss measurements
Residual incidental losses must be compensated in situ will always remain in the system. Since a simple loss affects all parts of the pulse equally, it is important to compensate for a simple loss with linear or small-signal amplifier gain if at all possible. Since the input of an amplifier operates closer to the small-signal regime than the output, residual losses are best compensated by increasing the gain of the next downstream amplifier. This is a fundamental realization for best beam power balance. Alternatively stated, one must not use saturated gain to compensate for residual passive loss.
Incidental losses identified using this calorimetric technique included scattering resulting from haze that formed on the surface of the final laser amplifiers. This loss was as high as 9% and was concentrated in a few beams, all driven by the same leg of the initial three-way split. Since ABAL does not distinguish at what stage the transmission loss occurs, it compensated for the loss by rebalancing the three-way split, which was at the input to the system. A more-optimum strategy from a power-balance standpoint would have been to compensate for this particular loss with the amplifier itself. Ultimately, the haze, which was attributed to a moisture attack of the glass, was removed by a cleaning process. A simulation of the front/back ratio in an OMEGA pulse as a result of improper loss compensation is shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 7 . The ratio of a pulse shape amplified by an amplifier with a 9% passive transmission loss that was compensated for with saturated gain, to a pulse shape amplified by a nominal amplifier.
Another example of unbalanced incidental losses identified using this technique was poor FCC transmissions. The transmission through the frequency convertor as measured in the IR was 5% below the mean IR transmission with a 1.66% standard deviation for the stage. This frequency convertor had an experimental crystal antireflection coating.
The most-damage-prone components in the IR portion of OMEGA are the spatial-filter input lenses. Damage usually initiates on the output (vacuum) side of the input lens. A damage site can grow in size with continuing shots. Since the spatial-filter pinhole immediately follows the input lens, the risk of additional damage to downstream components is reduced. Nonetheless, the area of the beam obscured by the damage site is a transmission loss. If the damage occurs in a spatial filter lens prior to any of the splits, more than one beam has reduced energy. The area of such a damage site as a percentage of the beam area at that stage is restricted to be less than what can be compensated for by the small-signal gain of the following amplifier; this is typically <4%. Once that is exceeded, the lens is scheduled for replacement.
An edge-illuminating damage visualization tool has been developed to quickly assess, in situ, the approximate obscured area of damage on any spatial-filter lens. An undamaged lens area appears dark while the obscured area is illuminated. A camera acquires an image of the edge-illuminated lens. The image is thresholded and an illuminated pixel count yields the obscured area.
Identical beam profiles in any stage ensure that the stage amplifiers will all saturate in the same manner. Identical saturation ensures that the temporal pulse shapes in each beamline are all affected identically, thereby ensuring that power balance is maintained.
Beam splitting is performed by amplitude division on polarizing beam splitters. It is well known that any spatially varying depolarization on the incident beam will cause differing beam profiles in the splitter output legs. In order to avoid this, polarizers are located in each beamline prior to splitting regions. This ensures correct polarization onto the polarizing beam splitters.
The intrastage magnification of each of the beamlines must be equal to ensure identical near-field profiles by stage. The intrastage magnifications are determined by the as-built magnifications of the spatial filters, which in turn are controlled by the focal lengths of the filters' lenses. The focal lengths of all spatial-filter lenses are specified to be within ±0.2% of that of a master lens. It is easy to show that the lateral magnification m of the filter is therefore ±0.4%. The allowable change in the area of the beam, which is the quantity relevant for power balance, is therefore ±0.8%.
RESULTS TO DATE
Dedicated work on power balance on OMEGA began in November 2015. Cryogenic target implosion campaigns, which most critically depend on power balance, were conducted at approximately monthly intervals and afforded an opportunity to gauge power-balance progress. In addition, six dedicated weeks were allocated in 2016 and 2017 to investigate and improve OMEGA's power balance.
Prior to each cryogenic-target campaign, two days are allocated to preparing the system. During the first day, amplifiers are refurbished as required and their small-signal gains equalized by stage. Typically a "ratio report" is also taken to assess the fidelity of the HED relative to end-of-system calorimetry. During the second day the power balance of the system is fine tuned. This is termed a "monthly" power balance. Approximately once every quarter or after a significant number of spatial-filter lenses have been replaced, an ABAL run is conducted between the two days to re-equalize the beamline transmissions. This is termed a "quarterly" power balance.
During the second of the two days prior to a cryogenic target campaign, the beamline amplifiers are first adjusted to finetune the energy, not power, balance of the system's inferred on-target UV energy. The primary diagnostic is the HED. Typical energy balance achieved at this point is <1%. The system temporal pulse shape is then changed to a cryogenic campaign shape for assessment of power balance. The primary diagnostic now becomes the temporally resolved P510 streak camera.
This pulse shape has three ~100-ps FWHM "pickets" that precede an approximately square 1.6-ns-long "drive" pulse, as shown in Fig. 8 . A rapid on-shot metric of power balance in a beamline is computed by integrating the energy in each of the pickets and then integrating the energy in the drive portion of the pulse and computing the rms variation across the 60 beams for each. At the start of this effort, the first picket balance was in the range of 6% to 7% rms. Drive balance was in the range of 3% to 6% rms. Both are now consistently in the range of 3% to 4.5% rms. Figure 9 shows improvement of OMEGA's power balance plotted against calendar time. Note that because the first picket experiences essentially only small-signal gain in the system, whereas the drive experiences saturated gain, it is preferable to adjust the small-signal gain of the saturating amplifier in order to balance the pickets. The gain saturation will tend to reduce the change in the overall gain of the amplifier compared to the small-signal gain. Therefore, the picket energy will be affected more than the drive energy. In OMEGA we take advantage of this effect by adjusting the gain of the rod amplifier stage in the beamlines, which saturates with saturation fluence F sat to balance pickets. We then adjust the gain of the disk amplifiers with saturation fluence n × F sat , where n is the refractive index of the laser glass, to balance both the picket and drive. 
FUTURE WORK
The current power balance on OMEGA can be summarized by a plot of picket energy and drive energy normalized to their respective means versus beamline in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 . Significant power-balance work remains to be done. Here the mean-normalized first-picket energy and the mean-normalized drive energy are plotted for each of OMEGA's 60 beams. It is very apparent that 8 of the 60 beams have significantly (~4% to 10%) higher drive energy than the remaining 52 beams. Furthermore, these beams appear to be localized to OMEGA's cluster 3.
It is readily apparent that the picket energies in cluster 3 are low relative to their 60-beam mean, and the drive energies are high relative to their 60-beam mean. This phenomenon has been a repeatable feature and significantly affects the achievable power balance. If the picket and drive rms balance is calculated excluding these ten beams, the power balance improves into the 2%/2% range. The fact that the picket energies are low relative to the mean indicates that the smallsignal gain for those beams is low. The fact that the drive energies are high relative to their mean indicates that ABAL has allocated extra drive to these beamlines because it believes they have low transmissions. Understanding why this is occurring is an area of active work.
According to the Shyvdky 7 rule once a 2%/2% laser balance has been achieved, the 1%/1% on-target specification will have been met. At that point it will be necessary to ensure that the on-target specification has actually been met. This will require measuring the on-target intensity and spot size on-shot. To that end, a new diagnostic-the FBIT-will be deployed later this fiscal year.
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